RESPONSIBLITY of AMERICA at NOW FACING GLOBAL EXTINCTION.
“War,Trade,and Piracy together are a Trinity”.
“The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which,when it failed,
became a moral one later on”..............................J.W.Goethe.

2016/8/16

Now hiding deadly climate(& wealth monopoly)by reincarnated NAZIS USA with WEST ally
has been causing global chaos of perpetual terrors and regional disputes toward global
mass extinction by Arctic Methane Catastrophe .The fact is urgent global implementation of
80%CO2cut and Arctic Cooling Engineering.

.

http://www.777ture.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

Thereby our emergent task is how to solve the problem in process from deception to fact.
Note now America is dividend to reincarnated NAZIS(deception) and the anti-Power(fact).
[０]：Outrageous Failure of American having grown up the Grim Reaper !!.
Authors task is to describe what American will not ,such is trouble portion toward mending.
American general has been unconscious slavery who has entirely been deserving to grow
up the Grim Reaper the American plutocracy(the emperor Rockefeller with invisible
reincarnated NAZIS regime).America has been strong illusion nation with their outstanding
economic prosperity and with outstanding military power. It is which that succeeded not to
recognize own slavery status for long.However the time has just come when the actuality
begin to reveal the total true ugly appearance. American has been being driven to work
harder for growing plutocracy and for paying heavy tax (especially for outstanding military
expenditure)in following abnormal terrible mechanism.,as for which,general American will
not debate.Their destiny would be mass extinction,unless America(global)revolution.
*Note we Japanese are more slavery than American.
http://www.777true.net/slavejapan.pdf
*America is insidious assassin nation while Japan is not. American might think so.
It is not right.Similar insidious mechanism has been operating on after the war.
⑴Terrible Job-careless Nation.
American are not assured their job.Other nations are not.
History of At-Will Employment Law in the USA
http://www.rbs2.com/atwill.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/At-will_employment

At-will employment is a legal presumption in all U.S. states (other than Montana[, whereby
either an employer or an employee may, with no adverse legal consequences, terminate the
employment relationship for any legal or no reason.
The at-will doctrine is not itself a form or component of contract, but rather is the default state
deemed to exist prior to any contractual override.

European Employment Law 101: Employment At-Will Is Truly a Foreign Concept
http://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2013/04/07/european-employment-law-101-employment-at-will-is-truly-a-f
oreign-concept/

European Employment Law 101: Indefinite Employment vs. Employment At-Will
“The world’s employment law regimes really divide into two parts: there’s employment
at-will—which is only the U.S.—and then there’s everybody else.” Don Dowling Jr. told us in a
recent BLR webinar. Most other countries have indefinite employment. They regulate
employment, but you can’t fire people for no reason as you can in the U.S. If an employer
operating in Europe wants to terminate an employee, specific legal procedures must be followed.

⑵Terrible Medicare-less Nation.
American are not assured their life,but exception is rich.Other nations may be not.

SICKO by Michael Moore,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CDLoyXarXY

More terrible than terror ,the actuality of worst America’s medicare system.
http://matome.naver.jp/odai/2135110127483054201
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Cost has become higher by Obama-care,the too expensive medicare cost in America.
http://nurse-web.jp/hoken/usa0817/

⑶Massive Decline of American Middle Class in recent years.
The task of American elites(betrayal against people general)at now is entirely conserving
the state of mass deception(deadly climate and income distribution)with lie and flattery so
long as it possible.Then be careful on emerging fact and violence would be together.

America, the land where the law died

10/14, 2011

http://tokyomaxtalks.blogspot.jp/search?updated-min=2011-01-01T00:00:00-08:00&updated-max=2012-01-01T00:00:00-08:00&max-results=45

What’s Killing the American Middle Class?,May 16, 2016
http://www.commondreams.org/views/2016/05/16/whats-killing-american-middle-class

⑷Coming the Grim Reaper＝Operation ENDGAME.
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while enabling the "elites" to live
forever with the aid of advanced technology. For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX
JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity's extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

This is nothing,but nuclear or climate catastrophe.The task of this report is how to avoid the
catastrophe by establishing our political solidarity before it’s too late..

[１]：Why America must take the fatal responsibility ?!!.
⑴From deception to fact.
If you have surveyed 30 years long climate debates history, also you would agree that
after all,none will not take effective responsibility toward the actual effective actions.
Certainly Dr Hansen(USA)was rare who has been telling serious climate fact for long,
however even the major climate science society had not become effective actual actors.
US president Obama once called it the overwhelming judgment of science.
If it could have become effective to act,it mus be also global declaration of climate war.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transition-without-confusions.pdf

So far authors survey,the most CO2 emitter is USA and the most substantial intercepter of
climate action is also USA.It is also USA who could accomplish technology the necessary.
Thus at first ,USA should take the serious responsibility.Of course also anyone who has been
emitting extravagant CO2 must take the deadly responsibility.

Now I must ask you who is willing to try save the world that is destined to die ?
http://www.metrolyrics.com/save-the-children-lyrics-marvin-gaye.html
2013 USA Inauguration Speech,by President Barack Obama.<red line is by author>
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/02/12/state-of-the-union-2013-full-text-obamas-speech-focuses-on-middle-class/

“Or we can choose to believe in the overwhelming judgment of science – and act before it’s too
late..................................But if Congress won’t act soon to protect future generations,
I will. I will ,I will direct my Cabinet to come up with executive actions we can take, now and
in the future, to reduce pollution, prepare our communities for the consequences of climate
change, and speed the transition to more sustainable sources of energy.”

⑵USA the Most CO2 Emitter.

http://www.wri.org/blog/2014/11/6-graphs-explain-world%E2%80%99s-top-10-emitters

⑶Deadly Climate Hiding Crime by ExxonMobil-USA.
ExxonMobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long
understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.
By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigati
on-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the
company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the
climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

NAZIS was funded by Wallstreet.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

⑷True small story of The Climate now having become terribly stupid,but terrific !!.
Once upon a time America,there was an oil merchant,who sold and sold oil to accomplish his
monopoly in America with motorization at that time.Soon he had become emperor,not only for
America,but the world.Now he had win unprecedented power against the world. in mankind
history,from behind,by his outrageous wealth power,he has been ruling negotiating
organizations as governments,united nation,many international private organization,and
violence organization military industry complex with CIA.

However he did a fatal mistake so called climate change due to massive oil consumption.
In1980,his research laboratory noticed the fact and they insidiously decided to hide.However
such big event could not hide by any means in the actuality.The problem is outrageously too
terrific as mankind extinction,as for which once again they had made deadly decision to
hide.As the consequence,insidious global climate hiding operation begun to go on.
The terrific influence at now has reached to mass media,education and research institutions,and
the business and political-administration societies in every fields the world wide.
In fact,effective climate mending needs global regime conversion from business as usual.
Revolution is more terrible than defeating war.This is nothing,but mad rulers mind at now.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-us-who-are-on-the-GermanWings-Airbus-A320-whose-door-is-firmly-locked.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

⑸Toward Climate Hiding War by USA.
How Close Are We to Nuclear War? July 28, 2016
http://www.globalresearch.ca/how-close-are-we-to-nuclear-war/5538453
In 2009, President Obama stood before an adoring crowd in the centre of Prague, in the heart of
Europe. He pledged himself to make “the world free from nuclear weapons”. People cheered and
some cried. A torrent of platitudes flowed from the media. Obama was subsequently awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize. .................................... It was all fake. He was lying.
The Obama administration has built more nuclear weapons, more nuclear warheads, more
nuclear delivery systems, more nuclear factories. Nuclear warhead spending alone rose higher
under Obama than under any American President.

Preparing For War: Russian Citizens Stocking up on Essential Supplies
Moscow residents buying matches & salt as fears of new NATO conflict accelerate,July 20, 2016
http://www.prisonplanet.com/preparing-for-war-russian-citizens-stock-up-on-essential-supplies.html

Putin: Anthropogenic Climate Change is a Geostrategic Weapon,2015/10/30
http://www.prisonplanet.com/putin-anthropogenic-climate-change-is-a-geostrategic-weapon.html
He characterized climate change as a “fraud” used to prevent Russia from tapping its vast oil and
natural gas reserves.
http://dailycaller.com/2015/10/29/russias-putin-says-global-warming-is-a-fraud/
Russian in general seems apathy on climate change, maybe which is due to the property of
coldest nation.However room heating energy-itself is not so high rate.

Sweden en route to a 100% petroleum-free society
https://mrmondialisation.org/la-suede-en-route-vers-une-societe-100-sans-petrole/

Energy Revolution Is Possible.. And It Would Only Take 782 Rich People To Pay For It,
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2015/11/20/energy-revolution-possible-and-it-would-only-take-782-rich-people-pay-it

Less than 800 of the world's wealthiest people could power half the world with 100 percent
renewable energy within 15 years, says forthcoming report,2015/11/20

⑹Why is it a Japanese who must claim global revolution ?!.
⒜Japan has been political experimental nation for the WEST ruler.The regional events in
the past would be actual global ones in coming era.
＊Hitler's marvelous Predictions<Following is authors translation from Japanese>
*Emerging new slave class of non-adult ensemble.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite

aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult
group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.And top on all of
them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading person would
be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner and outer side
of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then new European
social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .

*The religious cult Aum attacked Tokyo subway by poison gas in 1995, also so called religious
radical attacked twin tower NY in 2001/9/1 USA.

⒝That revolution is more terrible than defeated war had caused Abomb hell in Japan.
The word by Konoe the Japanese emperor family at that wartime leader had begun desperate
war with USA,but military retreat from China by Hal note warning.Then military generals had
known no winning possibility by wartime economics anticipation by economist H.Arisawa.
This past regional absurd event could be actual in global in coming war&climate hell world.
Now D.Rockefeller the USA oil merchant is emperor Hirohito.Note UK supported retrorecovering kingdom Japan(1868),and wall street supported NAZIS establishment(1933).
NAZIS did not die,but reincarnated(op paper clip)as CIA-military industry complex in USA.

⒞After all,everything has been connecting with each other from beginning to end.
This is not matter proved,but globalist author’s belief due to his personal experience.
Telling from very beginning,universe was once a volume-less point(Big Bang),mankind was once
created from Africa.After all,we mankind are all African.
*This reality consists of the appearance, nature, entity, power, influence, inherent cause, relation,
latent effect, manifest effect, and their consistency from beginning to end." ....Lotus Sutra.(chap2 end).
http://www.fodian.net/world/262_02.html
8 “I am the Alpha and the Omega,” says the Lord God, “who is, and who was, and who is to
come, the Almighty.”........Revelation chap1

[２]：Historical Transition from Military to Climate Nation the FINAL JUDGEMENT.
⑴outstanding military nation against global order to co-live.
Now USA has been outstanding military nation in the world by spending more than 500B$
budget.However their endeavoring would be mere nuclear suicide the another global mass
extinction at last.It is terrible similarity indicated by frequent domestic gun violence in recent
USA,which is nothing,but their mind that trouble must be terminated by violence at last.
In common sense,other nation people should not interfere domestic policy of another nation.
However it could be reasonable for those who are the top class bondholder(China & Japan).

http://visualeconomics.creditloan.com/media/uploads/sites/4/2015/06/VE-AMERICAS-DEBT-R21.png
http://grandfather-economic-report.com/debt-summary-table.htm
and for those once faced terrible damage by illegal invasion by USA..Now author had
convinced the Tohoku big earthquake with Fukushima NP destruction 2011/3/11 was due to
stealth artificial earthquake attack against non LDP government(Japan Socialist party
(1995/1/17-Han shin-Await big earthquake) & Japan Democrats party)by USA special
troop.Long years LDP dictator after the war has been mapet government of USA.Note such
cruel and insidious war criminal is not only against Japan,but also many many foreign
nations.The operation Condor against South America is famous.Even Europe is not
exception,but once the operation Gradio had succeeded to rule them by CIA operation.
[ ] How many people has been being suffered by their long years imperial ruling !!!(p5/10).
http://www.777true.net/Opting-big-hell-of-all-in-long-term-for-evading-elite_s-small-hell-at-now.pdf
American general is too ignorant(unconscious paralyzing)for those terrible criminal of own
against many other nations.While they once were proud nation of justice,liberty and equality.It is
entirely upside down.Thus American has been paralyzing in strong delusion by the
outstanding prosperity after the war.

American should know such prosperity is partly due to big exploitation from other nations.
Thereby author strongly accuse the violence by USA and demand a transition in USA
regime.Whether conscious,or non-conscious,they are substantially criminal and must be
remedied.Then note that the political transition is salvation also for American themselves.
Unless so,American will not act !.Such they had become aware own nation recently.

Certainly American had been changed their view on own nation after the 9/11 terror and
sequential Middle East Nations illegal invasions,especially by Lehmann bankruptcy 2008.
Also climate worsened had changed view on massive oil consumption civilization.That is,true
appearance of the ruling had been revealed for them by those events.Who really has been ruling
America and the world by the visible and invisible violence !!.

It is the oil emperor aristocracy ruling multinational corporate-military industry complex. Now in
USA,struggle between who are against and who follow has been going on.
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf

Conclusionary to tell,it’s not exaggerate that most of evil both with pleasure and pain in the world
had bee caused by USA.The American emperor has been the most worrier for own status,so he

had thoroughly done everything possible for only it<toward ruling for ever>. Thus CIA-military
industry complex had become the most strong machine for the emperor.Now they has been
manipulating the world by setting ally and enemy(Hoegelian strategy).

⑵To know both enemy and ownself could defeat enemy by 100times(Sun zu).
⒜Ruling by illusion.
It is converging toward unique and only facts for making strong massive political solidarity.
Note fact is unique and only,which is none’s opinion,but an actual reality.
It has been the established commercial media that has been causing confusion in people
toward divide and rule by confusional information.Note outstanding American Civilization
with pleasure after the war may have been a kind of illusion which paralyze peoples mind .
Thank to those,American had become no care on substantial plutocracy ruling in domestic,
on perpetual war disasters in abroad and on global deadly climate disruption.This is not
exception for almost advanced nations who run after America. Maybe knowing ownself is to
be repentance for those.
⒝What has they been thinking of ?(revolution is terrible more than defeated war !).
They had known well that they never can win in logic(truth),but by violence(false).Their fatal
political failure in economy and climate would become more evident as time goes on(truth
revealing).Thereby Democratization for Civilian Control by people power toward Police &
Military Powers would be decisive.Note police men and soldiers are originally also people.
:ruling by illusion.
:ruling by Election Fraud.
https://electionfraud2016.wordpress.com/

Ⅲ:ruling by VIOLENCE＝Police-Militarized Nation toward final WW
http://new.euro-med.dk/20151216-the-military-industrial-complex-the-hoof-of-the-devil-behind-the-war-on-terrorwwiii.php

5>Chaos, war and death must be created all over the World. This is one of the main goals of the KM
which is regarded by insiders as the Globalist NWO Cabal. They have an age-old inter-generational
Evil Agenda to the maintain_humanity-georgia-guidestonesdeath of 90% of the World’s population
and have recorded that in writing and in stone. (Georgia Guidestones – right)
⒞It may be exact confidence that make people hero.
It may be imminent crisis recognition that decide people to act.Such supreme problem is
told “do or die”. Stupidity is lack of recognition,coward is lack of decision with risk taking.
It may be exact confidence that make people brave.There are person who try dangerous
action,however as for such them,the action is not danger,but safe by their exact skill.

It is the strong confidence that make them brave. A skill is due to discipline by research
& development. Powerless is due to division,thereby Power is due to mass solidarity,by
which people should build THINK-TANK for the discipline by research and development.
⑶THINK-TANK.
Fundamental function of think tank may be synthesizing exact scenario for coming future.
Plutocrats has strong think tanks for analyzing &synthesizing strategy toward global ruling.
Their wealth has been investing to those, which turn to strengthen their power(profit).It is
positive feedback for endless growing of global ruling power,which is nothing,but weakening
people power(acceleration of global slavery).This worsened situation must be turned by anyhow.
Also we people must urgently invest necessary think tanks toward global liberation.
People will not follow for what is uncertain,but for what is exactly to win !.
Or it could be replaceable to prove that scenario keeping business as usual is toward climate or
nuclear war extinction by 99% possibility.

*UN ,CIA,university,......,are not our ally,but ....
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/02/26/the-united-nations-exposed-who-is-in-control/
http://www.illuminati-news.com/2007/1114.html
http://www.wanttoknow.info/mind_control/cia_mind_control_experiments_sex_abuse
http://www.inesglobal.com/picture/upload/file/Military%20research%20at%20unversities_WFSD2013.pdf

http://demilitarize.org/enfact-sheet-pentagon-universities/

⑷Nothing Betrayals could Turn the Upside Down World !!!(by author).
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Betrayals-could-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
Massive mutual trust without betrayal is decisive.
Strong point of enemy is only wealth employing massive subordinates.
Once they would turn to be against enemy,it would become revolution.
Thus win or not has been entirely due to their mind turning.
Then reliable scenario toward exact win must be there to turn their mind.

[３]：the TASK(the summary).
Now,we know climate regime without nuclear WW for global climate fixing operation.
Also we know business as usual regime with extravagant carbon energy consumption.
Now they has been operating on hiding worsened climate by perpetual terrors and regional
disputes toward WW

between USA and Russia.You must not be deceived.Then the task

for you is how to bridge over both regime in a time. It is technically possible.
CO2 output

33.0±1.8 GtCO2/yr

91%

Theoretical Designs on ACE

LIFE in business as usual regime

→
→

⑴urgent 80%CO2cut
⑵urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering(ACE)
⑶LIFE in climate wartime regime

Yes,this is outrageous and unprecedented big task,however it is not impossible.
The most difficulty is desperate will of the regime conservatism due to the wicked ruler.
Also climate scientists at that time had become desperate for climate mending technology.
Also general people had become desperate due to difficulty with synchronous paralyzing.
This is also due to 20 years long COP’s failure which caused desperate in massive people.
Note these are consequence of the Oil merchant’s insidious conspiracy to hide own failure.
Author has been accusing American,while he admits outstanding American ability which has
been disciplined in outstanding competitive and survival society. It’s last chance for honor
recovering with betting global life survivalism.Of course all of us is to cooperate with you.
Note

are pure(?) engineering tasks.While ⑶ is economy regime design task.

Note economy regime design is also engineering for maximizing gain with less cost.
Certainly it needs a decisive ideology for global survivalism toward co-live.
Or in other words,it is nothing but the final judgment for mankind at now.The Bible never
wish our mankind extinction,but their repentance toward co-live.
＊Triggering Climate Salvation.
Once people had actually faced with war breaking,change of governance,corporate,and life
of all people were rapid in wartime regime total .Then note such ordinal war never be global
mass extinction,but nuclear one.Note climate war termination is global mass extinction of 7
billion people ,while now people will not change at all.It is upside down(stupidity=lack of
imminent crisis recognition). It is due to nothing effective notification the warning.
How to overcome this difficulty ?.Now climate science is sufficiently reliable and the
consensus among scientist is substantially 100%.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transitio
n-without-confusions.pdf
It is a diagnosis by a doctor to patient,who is to die ,if not accepting the diagnosis.
Thus top down declaration is inevitable.

⑴Die or Do_Mending the Deadly Climate_the Problem-Solution-Reaction
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

⑵In the beginning is everyone’s confidence on ⑴⑵.
The experts had it known well.All of you should ask them to declare “Yes ”.
⑶Global Declaration on Climate Wartime.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transitio
n-without-confusions.pdf
The task⑵⑶ would not take so long time,it should be in a month.
Almost tasks must be accomplished in a definite short time.
Acknowledgement.
Since 2007(the time minimum ice record in Arctic,when scientists had become pale),author has
been being educated climatology and the very doubtful political environments by global
websites scientists,climate activists and political analyzers.He has nothing text book on
climatology(but physics,electrical engineering and mathematics).

Climatology-Climate Activist orgs
http://www.planetextinction.com/index.html
http://ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://www.columbia.edu/~jeh1/
http://www.realclimate.org/
https://www.popularresistance.org/
http://www.commondreams.org/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Climate_change_organizations
http://ameg.me/index.php/links
http://www.planetextinction.com/planet_extinction_resources.htm
Political Environment
http://hexagon.inri.client.jp/floorA0F/_floorA0F.html
https://www.voltairenet.org/IMG/pdf/Sutton_Wall_Street_and_Hitler.pdf

http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/04/who-really-owns-and-controls-the-military-industrial-complex-p
art-ii/

POSTSCRIPT:
Why American so endeavor to be rich by establishing company ?. Why American is so eager to
get higher position by creating something ?We foreigner has been being taught it is American
dream.However author was taught by word be friendly,but not be friend in American Co
where dismissal is at will by employer.It is upside down of the dream,but nightmare.Not be friend
is terrible for us foreigner.Because it is mass destruction weapon against people’s solidarity .
https://www.popularresistance.org/
America is competition society where Darwinism has been ruling.By which what had created
in US?.It’s the Grim Reaper not only for US,but the world.It is entirely upside down nation.
It must be tuned to righteous way.Can you agree with !!.

APPENDIX_1：Global Climate Governance Design the Overview.
Climate fixing failure by UN(IPCC-COPs)has been due to incompetent of the Governance.
Lie with irresponsibility has been ruling on toward global mass extinction within 2050 by
them.Governance is a mean to accomplish the task.It must be realizable,effective by less
cost.Thereby all is due to the task,which are as follows and are far different from that UN.
[Ⅰ]：Governance the Function of Task Accomplishing.
⑴TASK PROGRAMING.
⑵Research and Development for the Technology.
⑶The Implementation and the Supervising(feedfoward).
⑷The Review and Improvement(feedback→⑴⑵).
[Ⅱ]：Personal Management.
⑴Leader
⑵Scientist & Engineer
⑶Implementation Supervisor and Subordinate
⑷personal welfare general
[Ⅲ]：Finance Management.
⑴Income management
⑵Outgo management

[Ⅰ]：⑴TASK PROGRAMING.
Climate fixing failure by UN(IPCC-COPs)has been due to incompetent of the Governance.
Lie with irresponsibility has been ruling on toward global mass extinction within 2050 by
them.Governance is a mean to accomplish the task.It must be realizable,effective by less
cost.Thereby all is due to the task,which are as follows and are far different from that UN.
Ⅰ:Declaration on Glolbal Climate War.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transitio
n-without-confusions.pdf
It is War Declaration that enable prompt regime transition without confusions.It is declarationitself that can accelerate preparation against the supreme climate war of global extinction.

：Urgent Implementation of Arctic Cooling Engineering.
Now irreversible Arctic decay has been going on toward Global Methane Extinction,it is which
that cause silent of major climate experts,although Arctic Cooling can intercept the decay.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-by-spreading-sea-water-to-make-cloud-in-order-to-cut-insolation.pdf

http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf

：Urgent more than 80%CO2 cut.
http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf

：Life Assurance Policy for all People.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

